


























The project consists on the design and development of a video game which tries to                             
improve the cognitive development, the attention and the memory of children between                       
five and seven years old. ​Holidays ​is a 2D video game based on pastimes and simple                               
games developed in order to achieve that objective 
 
Throughout this whole document, the complete process of design and development of                       









































































































































































































































Nowadays we live in a technological world surrounded by tablets and smartphones                       
during our whole day. Almost since their birth, children grow up with technological                         
devices, interact with them and also understand them as quotidians elements of their                         
lives. 
 
As time goes through, schools are getting more and more involved in the technological                           
evolution and trying to implement new tools in the pedagogical methods in order to                           
obtain a greater educational quality and increase the interest of the students. It is proved                             
that the students show a major level of disposition to the learning if some technological                             
support is used during it, providing a less monotonous and traditional learning. 
 
The development of the video game is proposed as a complementary tool in the                           
educational field in order to improve the cognitive development of the students as well as                             
the attention and the memory. In order to achieve that objective, a 2D video game has                               
been developed based on pastimes and simple games, all of them related with a                           
common story that will make the player travel through a family summer holiday. Those                           
pastimes can also be played individually. Some examples of them could be visual                         
discrimination or memory games. 
 
Due to the fact that the game is designed for children between five and seven years, the                                 
artistic idea is the use of simple and colorful objects, environments and characters which                           
the children can easily recognise and relate with quotidians aspects and situations of                         
their lives. Also the sonorous aspect is the use of music and sounds that can match with                                 
































































 The following table represents the estimated number of hours dedicated for each task, it                           
is divided into eight weeks. The initial planification of the project’s development suggests                         
two months of working in order to cover all the features of the game and the 300 hours                                   
of work demanded by the VJ 1241: Final Degree Project subject. This distribution is made                             
thinking of the weekends as working days. With this consideration, the planification                       
results in a total of 5 hours/day during 60 days. 
 
TASK  Hours  W1  W2  W3  W4  W5  W6  W7  W8 
T1: Technical proposal  12  8  -  -  -  -  -  -  4 
T2: Investigation  8  5  2  1  -  -  -  -  - 
T3: Definition of the different levels  10  -  5  5  -  -  -  -  - 
T4: Creation and development of the story  20  -  10  5  5  -  -  -  - 
T5: Art design  110  -  30  25  20  10  15  8  2 
T6. Sound design  10  -  -  -  -  2  6  2  - 
T7: Programming  115  -  15  25  25  15  20  15  - 






- Achieve the creation of an easy-to-use tool for children including simple pastimes                       
with a flashy design to increase the interest in playing 
- Achieve the creation of a story which allows the implementation of all the                         
pastimes and games proposed in a possible situation for the player 


















































This chapter is dedicated to all the games, video games, multimedia resources and                         
pedagogical methods that have influenced or have been used as reference for the                         





The view of video games as a waste of time is changing as life goes on. According with                                   
some articles of websites like ​Forbes [1] and ​USNews [2], video games have become a                             
part of life and they are now more than just entertainment for our free-time. 
 
The number of video games designed as a tool for education is increasing. For the                             
development of this project, a research of some video games has been done with the                             
objective of learning how a video game of this features could work. The collection of                             














As we can see, the use of simple and recognizable objects is one of the main features of                                   
this type of games. The interface tries to be simple and the less annoying during the                               












 Also some games which were created just for entertainment have been discovered and                         
used as a perfect way of teaching concepts to the students. Some examples could be                             





One of the most famous and played video game nowadays, ​Minecraft​, has been adapted                           
to the teaching needs by the development of ​Minecraft: Education Edition ​[4]. A tool                           





The famous educational TV program ​Dora: The Explorer has also been taken into account                           
and some of its features have been implemented in the video game. For example the use                               
of two languages trying to teach while entertaining. Also the feeling of conversation                         











For the subject VJ 1234: Techniques of Advanced Interaction, José Daroqui Plaza and I                           
developed the game ​Hand-Eye Training​. It is an interactive videogame with aim of                         
improving the attention, the coordination hand-eye and the cognitive abilities of the                       
player. The exciting feature of the project is the implementation of an advanced                         
interaction device (DIA). The device includes four ultrasound sensors which measure the                       
distance between the player and each sensor. The game was developed with ​Unity3D                         
and ​Arduino​, this last one was used as a way of communication between the device and                               
Unity​.The game was developed with ​Unity3D ​and ​Arduino​, this last one was used as a                             
way of communication between the device and ​Unity​. 
 
The game concept consist of four lights, each one assigned to a sensor, of different                             
colours which are turned on randomly. When the light is on, if the player approaches his                               

















Holidays ​is a 2D educational video game for children between five and seven years old                             
based on pastimes adapted for a game. The main aim for the game is to improve the                                 
cognitive abilities of the player as well as his memory and attention. In order to                             
accomplish that purpose, a research of differents activities, games and pastimes has                       
been made trying to deal with all the problems exposed and finding an interactive way of                               
surpassing them. There has been a total of four games designed with two possible                           
themes that will been explained below. 
 
The based-on-click game mechanic provides the player an easy and enjoyable way of                         
understanding and playing the game. By the use of that mechanic, besides of the develop                             
of the game for PC, it is developed for mobile and tablet, which nowadays are more                               
common devices in children’s life than maybe computers and makes the game more                         
reachable for families and the public target. 
 
The initial idea was to design a set of different pastimes which the player could select                               
depending on his preferences or needs. Although this possibility remains in the final                         
version of the game, there has also been implemented another way of playing the game.                             
This way is the creation of a story that can lead the player throughout all the games                                 
designed giving a meaning to all the video game. As the game’s name, ​Holidays​,                           
suggests, the plot of the story is the adventures the player takes part in during his                               
summer holidays after finishing the classes. 
 
The first idea for the characters was to create one main character, a children, and a guide                                 
character to help during the story. This idea was finally changed by the removal of the                               
main character, trying to make the player feel that he is the character of the game and all                                   
the dialogues and events are directed to him.  
 
As the game is thought for being played by children, all the features of it, such as the                                   
dialogues or the proper story, are designed to be simple and easy to understand. There                             
are indications at the start of each game explaining how it has to be played. Moreover,                               












The main purpose of the game’s story is to give all the pastimes and games designed a                                 
relation between them and make the experience of the player more enjoyable than the                           
one obtained by just playing them. As explained before, the lack of a main character is                               
made on purpose trying to immerse more the player in the experience of the game and                               
making him feel the main character. 
 
A quick synopsis for the story could be the summer holidays that a child have with his                                 





It is the first day of summer holidays after the school classes have ended. Once the player                                 
has arrived at home, the guide character (thought to be related with a father) takes part                               
in the scene. After a short conversation, the first important interaction of the player with                             
the game happens. As a reward for obtaining great marks during the scholar year, the                             
player has the opportunity to choose the destination of their travel, there are two options,                             
beach or forest. 
 
The election of the destination determines the theme of the game the player will play, this                               
election changes the objects used in the activities and the background. Continuing with                         





After the first activity is completed, both, player and guide character, will travel to the                             
destination selected. Once they arrive there, the guide character will find what seems a                           
piece of paper splitted up and will encourage the player to put all the pieces together. 
 
Then, the second activity will trigger in order to complete that task and see what those                               
pieces of paper form. A puzzle has been implemented for this game. The design of the                               















Once the treasure map is reorganized and composed, the guide character has the idea to                             
look for the treasure and see what it has inside. When they found the chest treasure, they                                 
open it. It contains a deck of cards with the ones the player has to play the third activity                                     
designed. 
 
The draws of the cards are the same objects as the ones the player has played with in                                   





This is the last chapter of the game, once the pairs level is completed, the summer travel                                 
will end and the player and the character guide will have to go home. At this point, the                                   
guide tells the player to collect some objects, they change depending on the theme, so he                               
will never forget the travel. 
 
After that, the last game starts, the objective of the game is to collect a certain number of                                   





According to the ages indicated as the public target, the game counts with an colourful                             
and simple design to help the recognition and association of the different objects and                           
backgrounds. Making the appearance of the game more attractive for children is maybe                         





The first idea was to create a main character, in this case a child, like mostly of the                                   
games do. That idea was discarded in order to make the player feel like the main                               
character so the whole game will interact directly with him and not with a character. 
 
He will be responsible for the presentation of the pastimes and the                       
connection between them with the story explained before. After a                   
huge research of which type of character could fit better in the game                         
taking into account the style thought for it, the character decided is the                         
one shown in the Figure 10. 
 





The game counts with three main backgrounds and another one which is a combination                           
of them used in some scenes.. A gaussian blur has been applied in all of the backgrounds                                 
trying to focus the attention of the player in the game, the objects that appear and also                                 
the guide character.  
 
The first background designed is the bedroom, is the initial background of the game if we                               
decide to start a new game and also the background used in the List game. There you                                 














 The other two main backgrounds are the travel destination background of the story, this                           
backgrounds are the forest and the beach. At the first chapter the player can decide                             




As explained before, there is one last background made by the combination of the three                             
ones already presented. This combination has been made with the objective of resuming                         






















The base and the most important part of the game is the twelve object that have been                                 
designed for the game. They have all been implemented in the game and give it a                               
good-looking design. They are divided in two themes so there are six objects per theme.                             
The election of those objects was made taking into account that the children had to know                               
them, so they are objects that can be found in the quotidian life and even more if we are                                     
talking about going on holidays. 
 










The design of these objects was needed to be simple but effective so the player could                               
recognize easily the object. In the case of the List game, the fast relation between the                               
object and its name is vital, in the case of the Pairs game, it is indispensable not to feel                                     
confused with the objects or think they look similar.  
 
All the objects has two more versions, the first one is each object with its border in white                                   









The remaining graphic elements that can be found in ​Holidays are used to give the game                               





An important feature of the first game is the list. It is a piece of paper where the guide                                     
character has written all the objects the player has to take depending on the travel they                               
are doing. Its design is simple to facilitate the understand of it.  
 
All the objects are shown with a special text font trying to simulate the handwriting of a                                 
person. A red line is used to cross out the objects already selected.  
 

















Is the core idea of the puzzle game. It has a simple design in which the player can easily                                     
differentiate the elements that appear in it such as trees, a bridge, the path to follow or                                 
even the mark with the treasure chest. The style of the maps is meant to be an old                                   
treasure map as the ones used by the pirates, that’s why the colour of the paper is a mix                                     
between white, yellow and brown. Also the edges ripped to provoke the feeling of                           
abandoned, like if it has been thousands of years hidden. 
 
There are two versions of the map, one for each theme. The beach map includes an                               
umbrella and a towel as start points, the sea can be seen at the top of the map, there is                                       




The other version of the map is the forest one, which shows a woodhouse as the                               
startpoint, the path leading to the treasure chest and environment elements such as                         




















The logo designed for ​Holidays continues the concept of simplicity with elements easy to                           
recognise with a quick view. It summarizes the concept of the game using pines and                             






The cards are the treasure hidden in the chest and the element used in the third game. Its                                   
design is thought to be simple and as a reminder of a real card. When the card is                                   















The shells and the flowers, depending on the theme, are the objects collected for the last                               






There are three types of buttons designed for the game, each one accomplish the                           





The menu buttons have a wood board design in order to be visible during the gameplay                               




There are two special buttons in this set of buttons. This are the ones used to select                                 
which chapter the player wants to play. In order to distinguish between the theme the                             
player wants to play for a chapter in the chapter selection menu, there is a button to                                 




There is also a destination election button with the same design as the explained before                             





The scene buttons are only visible during the dialogues between games. Their function is                           










This button is only used in the first activity on the game. Its function is to help the player                                     














A cartoon style is the one chosen for the design of the dialogues. The text of the dialogue                                   





On the one hand, there are dialogues designed for the development of the story. This                             
















On the other hand, there are auxiliary dialogues that will appear in the course of the                               
game. They will let the player know if he is doing a good job in the activity. There are also                                       






















The final design for all the scenes in the game includes all the elements explained before,                               
such as backgrounds, buttons, dialogues and some other decorative ones. They try to be                           













Each pastime has been adapted for the ages indicated (from five to seven years old) and                               
assigned to one level of the game, making a total of four levels. As explained before, if                                 
the player wants to play the game with the story, there are scenes with dialogues                             
between the levels, if not, the option of just playing the pastimes exists. In all the levels                                 





Is the first game designed for the project. Depending on the election the player has done                               
of where he wants to go on holidays, the objects of the level change. If the player is                                   
playing the story mode, this election will accompany him throughout the whole story. 
 
At the right part of the screen will appear the list with the objects, as game goes through,                                   
the objects will be crossed out. In the middle of the screen the player will found the four                                   
objects, one of the objects is the correct election and the only one with the theme                               
selected, whereas the three objects left are all from the other theme (for example, if the                               
theme selected is the beach one, the correct object will be the towel and the three other                                 
the canteen, the flashlight and the binoculars). 
 
Although the language of the game is spanish, the name of the objects and some                             
messages of the guide character are in english trying to teach some simple concepts to                             
the player. This is why next to each object of the list is an information button. If the player                                     
clicks on it, the guide character will give the player a little explanation of the object. 
 
Once the player has selected the correct option, the four objects will change with the                             
same structure explained, only one will be the correct and the object will be crossed out                               
from the list. If the player selects the correct object, the correct sound will be played and                                 
the guide character will say ​Good Job!​, if it is not, the guide will say ​Try Again!​. There is a                                       



















The second level of the game is the puzzle game. It consists of nine buttons with an                                 
image assigned randomly. This random assignment of all the images allows the player                         
replay the level without knowing the solution and getting bored. Each image is one of the                               
nine parts of the puzzle shown before, they are situated in the middle of the screen.  
 
To change the images and compose the puzzle, the player has to click the two buttons he                                 
wants to exchange and the images of those buttons will change between them. If just                             
one or both images changed are put in its correct spot, the correct audio will be played                                 





The third pastime implemented is the pairs game. At the beginning of the game there are                               
twelve cards, two per object, visible for the player The assignment of the objects to the                               
cards is made randomly. After a few seconds, the cards turn so the player has to                               
remember the initial position of the objects and try to make pairs. 
 
To select a card the player has to click on it and it will turn around, if the two cards turned                                         
contain the same object, they will remain visible for the rest of the game, if not, after a                                   






This is the las pastime implemented into the game. It consists of an auxiliary background                             
viewed from the top where appears randomly a set of objects, the design of the objects                               
and auxiliary background depends on the theme election. 
 
The goal of the game is to obtain the punctuation required in the time given, if the time                                   
arrives to zero, the game will end. There are two type of objects and depending on which                                 
object does the player select, his punctuation will decrease or increase. When an object                           









The first scene to appear when the player starts the game is the main menu, here there                                 
are two options. On the one hand there is the exit button, which will close the game. 
 
On the other hand there is play button, if it is clicked, the buttons change and the new                                   
ones are story button and games button. If the next clicked is the story, the buttons will                                 
change showing the new game button and the chapters button. If the next button clicked                             
is the new game one, the story and gameplay will start from the beginning, if it is the                                   
chapters one, the scene will change to the chapters menu. 
 
The chapters menu shows the four chapters of the game if the player wants to play one                                 
specific chapter. For the first chapter there is an unique button which leads to the start of                                 
the story, for the rest of the chapters there are two buttons per chapter, each one leads to                                   
the beginning of the chapter with the theme selected. 
 
When at first the play button is clicked, if the next election is the games button, the scene                                   
that will appear is the games scene. Here the player can select the activity he wants to                                 
play and the thematic of it. 
 
Each scene excluding the main menu, when the options are play or exit, and the dialogue                               
scenes has a main menu button which leads to the very first scene of the game. 
 
Once an activity is finished there are three options: continue, which will continue with the                             







The main purpose of the game audio is to give feedback to the player of what is                                 
happening and also make the experience more pleasant and immersive while not                       
disturbing or distracting him. 
 
With the idea of an educational game, the sounds needed to be simple. There is one                               
short sound used each time the player makes a correct move in the games. The ambience                               
music is played at the main menu, the chapters and the games menu, and also during the                                 
conversations of the game. 
 
There is one sound effect added to the game, is a chest open sound, played once the                                 
player has completed the puzzle game and the guide character finds the treasure chest.                           
Moreover, there are some special sounds only played in the first activity in order to help                               
the player to understand the meaning of the objects he has to select. It is a human voice                                   
that spells the name of the object of which has been required the information in English.                               





Holidays ​is a 2D video game developed for Windows and Android in order to reach the                               









● Unity3D: is the game engine, in its 5.5 version, used for the develop of the game. Is                                 
a common engine used by students and indie studios with and active website [6]                           
where everyone can find tutorials, assets for the games and forums 






● Audacity: software used for the edition of all the sounds and music of the game.                             
The reason of this choice is its free-to-use license  






This chapter is dedicated to the development of the project ​Holidays​. Here will be                           





This first task describes the whole process of development of the technical proposal since                           





There were given four classes from the January 30th to the February 2nd with one class                               
of two hours per day for all the students of the Final Project Degree subject. 
 
In these classes, we were taught the best way of composing our Technical proposal, how                             
to explain each section and also the distribution of the document following the example                           
of proposal given [9]. 
 
The classes were divided into sections of the document mentioned before giving more                         
time for the most complex sections like planification. Moreover, after each class, we had                           





With the help of the classes and the guide explained before, the next step was to start                                 
the writing of the technical proposal. A brief synopsis of the project that was going to be                                 
developed, a planification as accurate as possible of all the tasks and the time estimated                             
for each one, the tools that were going to be used and a list of the main objectives to be                                       
achieved throughout the development of the project.  
 
The most difficult part of the task was to determine all the planification due to the fact                                 
that we had to divide a non created game into phases and assign them a number of                                 
hours for their execution. The main problem here is maybe the not expected problems                           
that can delay the task to get done and the adjust of the time needed. 
 
For the writing of this memory, this task has been revised, modified and extended in                             







Once the technical proposal is done, the next step is to investigate and research for all                               
the information needed for the project, like how the skills that ​Holidays ​tries to develop                             





The first step before start the design and the programming of the game is make a wide                                 
research of the different types of pedagogical methods that are used in order to improve                             
the cognitive development of the player as well as his memory and attention. 
 
Nowadays, a great number of students show less interest in learning and in the school                             
than before. This is why different teaching methods have been put in practice trying to                             
reach all the students and make their interest on learning increase. With the appearance                           
of the new technologies, a new way has been discovered. 
 
As explained in the article [10], making the activities a desire of playing has to be one of                                   
the priorities. One of the best options for achieving that is presenting those activities in a                               
ludic but joyful way like a game. 
 
Each activity has to have a defined goal with a clear explanation of how them work and                                 
a simple and accurate language the player can understand with no problem, the excess                           
of language can distract him. The variety of pastimes is an important aspect because                           
repeating all the time the same activities and games makes the player feel bored, the                             
idea is try to break the thought of monotony and repetitive. 
 
The list of different activities that can be used to improve the skills mentioned before is                               
endless, there are as much activities as our imagination lets us create. For example, to                             
improve the attention can be used a famous type game of remark the differences                           
between two similar draws or identify the object between a set that doesn’t belong to the                               





In order to make the start of the programming and implementation tasks easier, there                           
were a research and documentation of some useful aspects and techniques of                       








Taking into account the research made in the previous task and the advices from                           
different teachers, the reason for the election of the pastimes has been based on their                             
dynamism. 
 
● List pastime: it improves the attention, the reading, the visual discrimination and                       
the auditive comprehension of the player. It also teaches them vocabulary of the                         
themes designed for the game. 
 
● Puzzle pastime: the attention and the spatial orientation are the main abilities to                         
develop, also the effectiveness in the realization of the tasks. 
 







All the pastimes have been thought for a based-on-click mechanic. There has also been                           
included sound effects to give feedback to the player. This last implementation has been                           
done because of the ages of the public target. 
 
For the first pastime. there has been added the explanation and spelling of the objects.                             






This task describes the whole process of creation of the story, the initial idea, the final                               





The initial idea for the project was to show all the pastimes and activities with the                               
adventures of a child at the school. During the activities the player would have the help of                                 
different classmates and teachers. This idea was discarded in order to not seem                         
unrealistic because the public target is not older enough to maybe walk alone along the                             
school and have adventures by their own. Moreover, the game is meant to be a                             
pedagogical tool and help the player’s development, the idea of walking along the school                           
finding activities and adventures could be a bad influence for the players, it could make                             
them try to feel the experience by themself instead of focusing on the classes. 
 
Taking all the explained into account, the idea was changed into a family summer                           
holidays. This change also brings the opportunity to select the destination of the travel,                           
which will change the objects and the background used in the activities, a feature that                             
would be more difficult to implement with the school’s idea. 
 
For the project there were two possible destinies defined, beach and forest. the election                           
of these themes was made considering the aspects explained at the task 2, where is said                               
that the game has to be easy to understand for the players. This is why those themes                                 
were the selected ones, both of them are typical travel destination and the players could                             
recognise them and interact with a known environment. 
 
Once the initial idea was discarded, the characters thought for the project were a main                             
character, a child with the one the player could identify with, and a character guide who                               
will accompany the child throughout the whole story and adventures. 
 
Finally the character guide was the only one decided to design for the project, trying to                               
make the player feels that he is the main character, all the game interacts directly with                               
him and he is the one who experiment the story. The character guide is designed with the                                 
idea of relate him with the player’s father, but its design will be explained later. 
 
The election of the themes for the game was the most important decision to take of this                                 
phase due to the fact that all the objects and backgrounds designed for the pastimes                             
needed to be recognizable by the player. Taking into account the ages of the public                             








During the activities there are some dialogues the guide character says trying to help the                             
player and also giving him feedback of what is happening and how the game is going.                               
There is an auxiliary dialogue at the start of each level explaining the rules of the current                                 
activity to the player. 
 
Every action in the activities has a feedback from the character guide. This feedback                           
changes depending on if the action is correct or incorrect for the completion of the game.                               
If the action is correct, the guide tries to encourage the player to continue the game, if it is                                     
incorrect, the guide tries to motivate the player to try again. 
 







The art design of the game needed to be simple and recognisable by the player. All the                                 
elements on the screen needed to be as clear as possible in order to not disturb the                                 
player. The use of bright colours is essential when the aesthetic is as important as it is in                                   
an educational game, it is the first thing a child will look at and if he does not like it, he                                         
probably will not play the game. They give more attractive to the game and make the                               
player experiences a better time.  
 
All the elements and backgrounds designed are based on images from the Internet used                           
as references. For those modifications and the development of this task, the software                         
used is ​Adobe Photoshop CC 2014 and the hardware is a ​Bamboo Wacom graphic                           





As explained before, the only character that will appear in the final                       
version of the game is the guide character. There has been a huge                         
research done in order to find the best design that could fit better                         
into the game. 
 
As a guide throughout the story, the character designed for the game                       
is a person the player can associate with a father. His appearance is                         
the one of a man on his thirties, which is an approximated age for                           
the player's’ father. The smile reflects his kindness and that he is                       
always willing to help, that’s why he will give advices and encourage                       
the player during the activities.      ​Figure . 46 Guide Character 
 










All the elements and backgrounds of the game are designed with a combination between                           
cartoon and realism, in order to make the aesthetic more attractive but remaining its                           
simplicity and easy understanding. The first designs of the game were the three                         
backgrounds. 
 
The first background created was the bedroom, it is a special space for every child, his                               
special place where he can pass all the time playing, learning and enjoying. To give the                               
appearance of a child’s bedroom, there is a teddy and a ball on the floor. 
 
The correct colours’s election is an important choice, in this case the predominant colour                           




The forest and beach backgrounds’ colours were not chosen because of the feelings and                           









 For each theme there was a wide variety of different objects that could fit into the game.                                 
The final choices were made thinking on how common and familiar could them seem for                             
the player. However, there are a lot of possible objects that could have worked as well                               
like a sleeping-bag or a jacket for the forest. Also the elements of the list and the puzzle                                   












All the scenes are composed using the backgrounds defined above with the inclusion of                           
elements and designs. The menus’ style is based on wood boards and text on it. Thanks                               










The music and sound in this game is implemented to make the players’ experience more                             
enjoyable and give him some feedback of the game. All the sounds effects and the                             





The ambience music needed to be pleasant and lively. The main feature to avoid was                             
that the music could distract the player and not let him focus on the game. The                               
environment music is played at the menus and the dialogue scenes. It was a difficult                             
research to do, due to the fact that there were a lot of samples on the Internet but only a                                       







The purpose of the sound effects is to give feedback to the player of what is happening in                                   
the game. The first one thought for the game was the correct sound, played when the                               
player advances in an activity. There were a lot of useful samples on the websites named                               
before. The one selected was modified with ​Audacity ​to make it shorter and lower. 
 
After this, the next sound added was the treasure chest one. The result of this research                               
was not as good as the research done for the correct sound, there were a lot of sounds                                   











As explained in the Game Design Document, the game is divided in four games which                             
will be explained below. The order of games explained is the order of their appearance                             
during the story mode. Although there are different thematics on the game, there is no                             





Is the first game which appears in the story mode. It consists on a sequence of elections                                 
of objects that are written in a list. There will be four objects in the screen at once but                                     
only one is the correct election, the player has to select the right one. Once he has                                 
selected it, the four objects will change. Depending on the selection of the player a                             
message will be displayed by the guide character. 
 
public void​ CheckClick(){ 






dad.sprite = dadGame [​0​]; 
} ​else ​ { 






There are four buttons changing their sprites when the election is the correct one to make                               
the game functionally, each button has its own script (called ​FirstImController​,                     
SecondImController​, ​ThirdImController and ​FourthImController ​respectively). The sprite of               










 This function checks for the button clicked if it’s the correct election, if so, it changes the                                 
sprite of its and also the sprites of the other buttons. Here is the code for the                                 
ChangeImage(int roun_aux) ​function: 
 
public void​ ChangeImage(int round_aux){ 
correct.Play (); 
if ​ (round_aux == ​0​) { 
myImageComponent.sprite = Images [round_aux]; 
} ​else if ​ (round_aux == ​3​) { 
myImageComponent.sprite = Images [round_aux]; 
} ​else​ { 
if ​ (round == ​5​) { 
gameObject.SetActive (​false​); 
mainMenu.gameObject.SetActive (​false ​); 
for​ (​int​ i = ​0 ​; i < endGame.Length; i++) { 
endGame [i].gameObject.SetActive (​true​); 
} 
for ​(​int​ i = ​0 ​; i < info.Length; i++) { 
info [i].gameObject.SetActive (​false​); 
} 
} ​else ​{ 










This function is only called when the election of the button is the correct, this is the                                 
function for the first button, that’s why it only works when the rounds are 0 or 3. If the                                     
round is the fifth one, it means the game will be finished so some buttons will be disabled                                   
and others enabled. For all the buttons, if the election is the correct a the correct sound                                 
will be played and the respectively object of the list will be crossed out. 
 
If the player does not understand the meaning of the objects written of the list, he can                                 
claim for help clicking the information button, which calls the ​NeedInfo(int n) ​function.                         




public void ​NeedInfo( ​int​ n){ 










The second game consists of nine buttons and an image divided in nine parts. Each part                               
is assigned to a button randomly at the start of the game. The change of images                               
between buttons depends on the buttons clicked, to know which button is clicked we use                             
the function ​PartClicked(int n)​, which pass the button selected to de ​Update() ​function of                           
the Puzzle script. 
 
public void ​PartClicked(​int​ n){ 
if ​(clicked1) { 
clicked2 = ​true​; 
part2 = n; 
} ​else ​{ 
clicked1 = ​true​; 







Here we can see the main part of the ​Update()​, where if there are two buttons selected,                                 
their images are changed and if the image is the correct one indicated by the array order,                                 
the correct_audio sound will be played and the guide character will send a message.                           
When all the parts are in the correct position, the game ends. 
  
if ​(clicked1 && clicked2) { 
 
int ​aux = images[part1]; 
images [part1] = images[part2]; 
images [part2] = aux; 
 
puzzle [part1].image.sprite = order [images[part1]]; 
puzzle [part2].image.sprite = order [images[part2]]; 
 
if ​(puzzle [part1].image.sprite == order [part1]) { 
correct [part1] = ​true​; 
correct1 = ​true​; 
} 
if ​(puzzle [part2].image.sprite == order [part2]) { 
correct [part2] = ​true​; 
correct2 = ​true​; 
} 
if (correct1 || correct2){ 
dad.sprite = dadGame[ ​1​]; 
correct_audio.Play (); 
} else { 






During the assignment of the puzzle parts to each button, the possibility of assignment of                             
the correct image in the correct button exists 
 
images = ​new int​[]{-​1​, -​1​, -​1 ​, -​1 ​, -​1 ​, -​1​, -​1​, -​1 ​, -​1​}; 
selected = ​new bool ​[]{ ​false​, ​false​, ​false ​, ​false ​, ​false ​, ​false ​, ​false ​, ​false ​, ​false ​}; 
correct = ​new bool​[]{ ​false​, ​false​, ​false​, ​false​, ​false​, ​ false​, ​false​, ​false​, ​false​}; 
 
for ​(​int​ i = ​0​; i < end.Length; i++) { 
end [i].gameObject.SetActive ( ​false​); 
} 
for ​(​int​ i = ​0​; i < puzzle.Length; i++) { 
while ​(​true​) { 
int ​rand = ​Random​.Range (​0​, puzzle.Length); 
if ​(!selected [rand]) { 
puzzle [i].image.sprite = order [rand]; 
selected [rand] = ​true​; 
images [i] = rand; 
if ​(i == rand) { 













This is a card game in which the player has to make pairs of the same objects. At the                                     
start, during the first seconds all the objects are visible, then they turn around so it’s                               
impossible to know which object is hidden there. When the player touches the card, it                             
turns around so the object is visible. If the second card clicked has the same object than                                 
the first one, the pair will be found and will be visible for the rest of the game, if not, both                                         
cards will be hidden again. The game will end when all the pairs are discovered. The                               
position of the cards are assigned randomly. 
 
if ​(start) { 
if ​(pair1 && pair2) { 
if ​(button [part1].image.sprite == button [part2].image.sprite) { 
 
correct [part1] = ​true​; 
correct [part2] = ​true​; 
p_counter++; 
dad.sprite = gameDad [​0​]; 
 
correct_audio.Play (); 
if ​(p_counter == ((button.Length) / ​2​)) { 
EndGame (); 
} 
pair1 = ​false​; 
pair2 = ​false​; 
} ​else ​{ 
 
dad.sprite = gameDad [​1​]; 
 




seconds = ​Time​.time - changeTime; 
seconds = ​1 ​- seconds; 
 
if ​(seconds <= ​0​) {  
button [part1].image.sprite = hide; 
button [part2].image.sprite = hide; 
pair1 = ​false​; 
pair2 = ​false​; 











 The assignment of the images to each button is made randomly so the game can be                               
replayed. Here is the code used for those assignments, taking into account that there can                             




count = ​new int ​[]{ ​0​, ​0​, ​0 ​, ​0 ​, ​0​, ​0​}; 
pairs = ​new int ​[]{ -​1​, -​1​, -​1 ​, -​1 ​, -​1 ​, -​1​, -​1​, -​1 ​, -​1​, - ​1​, -​1​, -​1​ }; 
correct = ​new ​bool[]{ ​false​, ​false​, ​false​, ​false​, ​false​, ​false ​, ​false ​, ​false​, ​false​, ​false​,              
false​, ​false ​}; 
for ​(​int ​ i = ​0​; i < button.Length; i++) { 
while ​(​true​) { 
int ​rand = ​Random​.Range ( ​0​, images.Length); 
if ​(count [rand] < ​2​) { 
if ​(i > ​0​) { 
if ​(rand != pairs [i - ​1​]) { 
pairs [i] = rand; 
count [rand] = count [rand] + ​1​; 
button [i].image.sprite = images [rand]; 
break​; 
} 
} ​else ​{ 
pairs [i] = rand; 
count [rand] = count [rand] + ​1​; 










if ​(!start) { 
startTime = ​Time​.time; 
countdown = ​true​; 
} ​else ​{ 
if ​(!changing) { 
changeTime = ​Time​.time; 







As explained before, there is a timer at the start which makes the objects visible during a                                 
few seconds in order to develop the memory skill of the player. There is also another                               
timer which takes control of the time between the objects been visible and its turns                             






This game is based on the attention and the time reaction of the player. Once the player                                 
has clicked the start button, the game will start as well as the timer. The player has to                                   
collect ten objects of the same type in one minute. Those objects appear randomly on the                               
screen but there is only one object to interact with. 
 
The position of the objects in the screen are predefined since the start of the activity,                               
when the player had clicked on the active object, it will disappear and other random                             
object will appear. There are two types of objects and depending on which object the                             
player clicks on, he will earn or lose a point. If the player has not collected the ten objects                                     
in the minute given, the game will end. Here is the code used in order to make the objects                                     
appear in the screen 
 
if ​(startGame) { 
collected.text = ​"TOTAL: "​ + points.ToString () + ​"/10"​; 
timer.text = seconds.ToString (​"f0"​); 
seconds = ​Time​.time - startTime; 
seconds = ​60 ​- seconds; 
if ​(seconds > ​0 ​) { 
if ​(change) { 
rand = ​Random​.Range ( ​0​, souvenirs.Length); 
change = ​false ​; 
souvenirs [rand].gameObject.SetActive (​true​); 










 If the object that is shown in the screen is the incorrect one, the player has not to click on                                       
it in order to make a new one appear. After two seconds, if there has not been any                                   
interaction with the object, it will disappear and a new one will appear. Here is the code                                 
for the two-seconds timer: 
 
hideSec = ​Time​.time - hideCountdown; 
hideSec = ​3 ​- hideSec; 
 
if ​(hideSec > ​0 ​) { 
if ​(clicked != - ​1​) { 
if ​(clicked == rand) { 
if ​(souvenirs [rand].image.sprite == images [​0​]) { 
points++; 
dad.sprite = gameDad [​0​]; 
correct.Play (); 
if ​(points == ​10​) { 
EndGame (​0​); 
} 
} ​else ​{ 
if (points > ​0​){ 





souvenirs [rand].gameObject.SetActive ( ​false​); 
clicked = -​1 ​; 
change = ​true​; 
} 
} ​else ​{ 
souvenirs [rand].gameObject.SetActive (​false​); 







All the scenes are connected by the ​MenuCtrl ​script. Depending on the situation, the                           
function ​LoadScene(string name) ​or some other auxiliary functions are needed. Those                     
functions are triggered by the buttons of the screen like play, chapters explained in the                             
Art Design. Also the ​MainMenu ​scene has been selected as the first scene to appear                             
when the game is executed. 
 
The main scenes of the game are the main menu and the proper games, also the                               
chapters election menu and the games election menu. All of them are connected by                           
buttons which provides a smooth transition. 
 







There is also a “fake” feeling of scene change with some buttons but is just de enable                                 
and disable of other buttons in order to create another scene. This change happens for                             
example in the transition from the main menu to the game mode menu. 
 













All the scene changes between games or dialogues have been implemented individually,                       










There are two main sound elements in the game, the ambience music which appears in                             
all the menu and dialogue scenes to make the experience more pleasant and enjoyable                           
and the sound effect which triggers when some event occurs in the game (a correct                             
answer in the game). The Figure 63 shows the implementation of the ambience music                           






The correct sound effect is played when the player advance in the game he is playing.                               
The audio is implemented in the appropriate script using an AudioSource parameter so                         
when, for example in the third game explained, the player discovers one pair of objects,                             
the correct sound will be played giving the player some feedback of how the gameplay is                               
















The final task of the planification is the composition of the final report and its defence.                               



























This chapter is dedicated to the final results of the project. At the beginning of the project                                 





1. Achieve the creation of an easy-to-use tool for children including simple pastimes                       
with a flashy design to increase the interest in playing 
 
2. Achieve the creation of a story which allows the implementation of all the                         
pastimes and games proposed in a possible situation for the player 
 
3. Try to prove the video game created with children of the indicated age in order to                               
test and verify its effectivity and acceptation 
 
The main goal of this project was to create a pedagogical tool for children between five                               
and seven years old trying to improve their cognitive abilities. As exposed in the first                             
objective, the game needed to be easy to use and had a colourful style. This objective has                                 
been completed, the based-on-click mechanic and the explanation of each level’s rules                       













Although the last objective has also been achieved, the game has been tested by children                             
of the ages indicated, it would be a great opportunity of improvement if the game could                               
have been tested in a classroom. A lot of new ideas, improvements and future projects                             
would have came out during those sessions. 
 


















In order to verify the functionality of the game, it has been tested with three children                               
between five and seven years old. The purpose of these tests is to determine the features                               
implemented that work properly as thought and the aspects that should be revised and                           
improved in the future. 
 
Overall, according to the ages and the activities designed, the results have been positive                           
The games were adapted correctly and the level of difficulty was not too high, which was                               
one of the biggest fears. The evaluation process has been divided in three parts, each                             
one representing one of the pastimes. 
 
● List game: this activity has been easier for the seven years old children because                           
they have a higher reading level. Despite the difficulties the five year old player                           
could have found, all of them have been able to finish the game thanks to the help                                 
given by the guide character. Moreover, the sounds implemented helped the                     
children because at those ages, in school the English language is taught                       
principally by speaking. 
 
● Puzzle game: it has result the most difficult game for all the children. The main                             
problem was the monochrome map, it was difficult for them to distinguish the                         
different pieces of the puzzle and the correct position to place them. There were                           
two suggestions given, the first one was to add more colours to the image and                             
elements on the map, the second one was to change the mechanic of the game.                             
Instead of being based-on-click, it would be easier if it was based-on-dragging. 
 
● Pairs game: it may has been the most successful game. On the one hand, the                             
timer supposed a challenge for the players because it forced them to pay                         
attention and not waste the time given. They had to stay focused on the activity. 
On the other hand, it generated a little stress and competitivity due to the fact that                               
they never want to lose. Although it could frustrate the children, it helped them to                             
deal with those feelings. 
 
● Memories game: it has been an easy activity for all the children. The five year old                               
child had more difficulties because of the timer and the speed of the game. 
 
As explained before, the game ​Holidays includes sounds to give feedback and help the                           










● Inventing more games and activities with an increase of the game story to                         
connect all of them. It would bring more possibilities of playing. 
 
● Adding more themes in order to have more destinations to travel to, for example                           
the snow or a city. 
 
















During the development of the project ​Holidays​, the initial planification estimated at the                         
technical proposal has been changed. Although the tasks have remained the same as the                           
presented at the technical proposal, the hours dedicated to each one has been modified.                           
Here there is a reminder of the initial planification: 
 
TASK  Hours  W1  W2  W3  W4  W5  W6  W7  W8 
T1: Technical proposal  12  8  -  -  -  -  -  -  4 
T2: Investigation  8  5  2  1  -  -  -  -  - 
T3: Definition of the different levels  10  -  5  5  -  -  -  -  - 
T4: Creation and development of the story  20  -  10  5  5  -  -  -  - 
T5: Art design  110  -  30  25  20  10  15  8  2 
T6. Sound design  10  -  -  -  -  2  6  2  - 
T7: Programming  115  -  15  25  25  15  20  15  - 





The investigation of the possible abilities took more time than the estimated at the start                             
of the project, there were a lot of pages for research and a lot of ideas for games and                                     
pastimes. All the cognitive abilities, like the attention, that wanted to be improved with                           
the game needed a deeper study in order to understand the problems that can suppose                             
for the children and the best way to face them. 
 
There is a difference of 20 hours between the time estimated for the art design and its                                 
final time for development, this is due to the reuse of some graphic elements like the                               
buttons, all of them have the same style with the change of the word written on them.                                 
The biggest consequence of the decrease of hours in this task is because of the lack of a                                   
main character. As explained before, the initial idea was to have a character that the                             
player could associate with him, this idea was discarded in order to immerse more the                             
player into the game and make him feel part of it. 
 
The creation of the story, the programming and the sound design tasks have had a little                               
decrease of the number of hours for their development. Even though there are some                           




 Although all the tasks seem to have reduced their time needed for their development, the                             
final task, the documentation, has increased a considerable number of hours in                       
comparison with the initial planification. When the planification was done, all the work                         
that this task needed was thought to be faster and easier. During its writing, the                             
explanation of all the aspects of the game and their development needed a more                           





TASK  Hours  W1  W2  W3  W4  W5  W6  W7  W8 
T1: Technical proposal  12  8  -  -  -  -  -  -  4 
T2: Investigation  15  7  5  2  -  -  -  -  - 
T3: Definition of the different levels  10  -  5  5  -  -  -  -  - 
T4: Creation and development of the story  17  -  10  5  2  -  -  -  - 
T5: Art design  90  -  30  15  20  10  10  3  2 
T6. Sound design  8  -  -  -  -  -  6  2  - 
T7: Programming  110  -  20  35  25  15  10  5  - 


























In order to give my personal opinion and explain the experience acquired during the                           
whole process of development of the project, the chapter will be written in first person. 
 
Due to the wide variety of possible projects proposed and the doubts created for                           
choosing one, my election was influenced by my sister. She works as a teacher in a                               
school and has always exposed the need of short games which keep the attention and                             
motivation of the children and use them as a pedagogical tool. 
 
Moreover, children live nowadays in a digital world and they are surrounded by                         
technological devices since their birth. The new educational methodologies want to                     
improve the digital competence, so it is necessary for teachers to have different ways to                             
work on it. That is why the educational games’ market is at its peak. 
 
During these four years of degree I have been taught a lot of different and interesting                               
subjects. I would remark the importance of some of them to create my own project: 
 
● VJ 1209: 2D Design and VJ 1223: Art of the Video games: the techniques learned                             
with this subjects were very useful for the development of all the artistic design                           
and the aesthetic of the game. 
 
● VJ 1203: Programming I and VJ 1208: Programming II: both helped with the                         
implementation of repetition control structures and loops with stop condition or                     
iteration control. 
 
● VJ 1227: Game Engines: it was useful for the development of the project with the                             
game engine Unity 3D. 
 
Talking about my personal experience during the creation of ​Holidays with more detail, a                           
remarkable aspect would be the challenge that it has supposed to me. Besides the                           
difficulties found in programming and investigation, I have always been motivated with                       
the project because is the reflection of the knowledge obtained during the degree. 
 
The biggest difficult I found was the research and election of the pastimes and its                             
adaptation and implementation into a video game. There were a lot of possibilities and a                             
lot of different ways to design them. Another aspect in which I thought for a long time                                 
was the artistic design of the game, because it had to be simple but attractive for a child,                                   






 At the beginning, I planned to use English as the main language for the game, but taking                                 
into account the ages of the players, it was a better option mixing English and Spanish in                                 
order to make the game easier for the youngest players. That’s why the explanations of                             
the guide character are in Spanish but the objects are written in English. 
 
One of the objectives was to provide a motivating learning tool for the children. From my                               
point of view, this objective has been accomplished because the activities proposed are                         
usually played by hand, and using new technologies, the game has an extra motivation,                           
which is related with other objective planned. 
 
The main objective was to improve the attention, memory and cognitive development of                         
the player. Despite the fact that it would be necessary a long period of time to verify its                                   
effectiveness, it is confirmed that it works with children. 
 
During the project development, I have learned the different ways to face the problems                           
that children have in order to learn and being concentrate for a period of time. It has also                                   
improved my level of programming and the ability to detect the troubles in the code and                               
their resolution. Moreover, the writing of the technical report has helped me to learn new                             
vocabulary and expressions related with the video game industry. The language required                       
to use for its writing supposed an extra difficulty because it is not my mother tongue. 
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